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Subject Code: MB922/R09 

M B A - II Sem Regular/supplementary Examinations, November -2013 

MARKETING MANAGEMENT 

Time: 3 hours                                                                            Max Marks: 60 

Answer any FIVE of the following 

 All questions carry equal marks. Q.No.8 is compulsory 

**** 
1. Distinguish between Marketing concept and Selling concept?.Explain marketing concept   

     by   giving suitable example. 
 

2. What is marketing research? Explain its process and applications from a consumer 

perspective 
 

 

3. The financial services firm called IL &FS is interested in developing a product which 

will insulate the  consumer from the turbulence of the equity market. It comes up with a 

product called ‘Save Capital’. To which market segment should it market this product. 

Develop a marketing plan for successful launch of this product . 
 

4. Explain the importance of branding and packaging in the modern marketing management. 
 

 

5. Discuss in brief the various pricing strategies and policies. Explain what type of pricing 

is most suitable for mobile phones. 
 

6. What factors would you consider in making channel design decision? Recommend a 

distribution channel for a large company making FMCG products. 
 

 

7. (A) Starbucks, the well known coffee chain in America wants to set up a coffee chain in     

India. It has hired you as consultant. How would you go about designing a retail chain 

for Starbucks? 

                                                       OR 

       (B) What are the merchandise performance measurement techniques. 

 

8. CASE STUDY (COMPULSARY) 

 Shoppers stop with an unparalleled assortment of the leading international and 

national brands in clothing for men, women and kids; accessories, fragrance, cosmotics, 

footwear; home furnishing and décor products. Their stores aim to provide shoppers a truly 

international shopping destination. Experianced, professional management: supported by 

world class systems and practices; and a talented pool of associates with a shared passion for 

making every shopper visit a memorable one, has helped Shopper’s stop to grow from a 

single store in 1991 to the largest chain of Department Stores in India today. Their unending 

pursuit to benchmark themselves with the best in the world is testified by the fact that 

Shopper’s Stop is the only Indian member of the ‘International Group of Department Stores”, 

which has the likes of Selfridges (United Kingdom) Karstadt(Germany), Marks and 

Spencer(UK) Matahari(Indonesia), Myers Grace Bros. (Australia) and Rustan’s (Philippines) 

among its members. 
 

Design a suitable channel strategy to further enhance the retail chains of Shoppers stop.  
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